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The answer to each Piece 
clue should be placed in 
the correspondingly-
numbered piece, one 
letter per square, starting 
in the numbered square. 
Each row (A-N) in the 
“tray” contains two 
answers placed side by 
side; their clues are given 
in order, but it’s up to 
you to determine the 
dividing point between 
answers. Use the Row 
answers and the pieces’ 
shapes to determine the 
proper location of each 
piece within the tray. 
You won’t need to 
overlap or rotate any 
pieces. Correctly placed, 
the 23 pieces will 
completely fill the tray.
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PIECES

1 “___ and Lefty” (Townes 
Van Zandt song)

2 It won Record of the Year 
and Song of the Year at 
the 1982 Grammys: 3 wds.

3 Keep the interest of
4 “13 Going on 30” actress 

Jennifer
5 Colleague of Lane and Kent
6 Impressively good person
7 Italian sonnet closer
8 “Is nothing ___?”
9 1960s folk tune that begins 

“When I was just a little 
boy…”: 2 wds.

10 Real-life boxer portrayed in 
the 2009 film “Phantom 
Punch”: 2 wds.

11 Metallic element found in 
oil-paint pigments

12 Hollywood columnist who 
described herself as “a 
real pussycat—with an 
iron tail”: 2 wds.

13 Discount requiring effort on 
the customer’s part: 2 wds.

14 Women on the fringe of 
respectable society

15 Gave in: 2 wds.
16 Program that includes a 

play-by-play
17 Sacrament by which one 

becomes a minister: 2 wds.
18 Landscape feature that 

borders the West Wing of 
the White House: 2 wds.

19 Water body created in 1905 
when the Colorado River 
breached a levee and 
flooded a basin: 2 wds.

20 Jointly: 2 wds.
21 Like plucked notes on a 

violin
22 Fish that stuns its prey 

before eating it: 2 wds.
23 Contracts signed by tenants

ROWS

A Best in shows?
Four Tops hit whose title is 

a woman’s name
B Faithfulness

Cloth used for U.S. Army 
uniforms: 2 wds.

C Sooner or later
Genealogist’s discovery

D What “Pokémon” and 
“Dragon Ball Z” are 
examples of

Like some typewriters
E Transatlantic message of old

Quickly-answerable type of 
question: Hyph.

F Still affected by a traumatic 
incident

___ Set (original National 
Toy Hall of Fame 
inductee)

G Certain engine valves
Circumstances

H Sleeping-car compartment
Geometric shape that’s the 

highest social caste in the 
2-D world of “Flatland”

I Small wine bottles
Fleet vehicle: Hyph.

J Takes on
Most socially adept, say

K Workable but clumsy, as a 
solution

Iconic electronic game of 
the 1980s

L “A Confederacy of ___” 
(Pulitzer-winning novel)

Betty’s successor as First 
Lady

M Donald who played a villain 
in “You Only Live Twice”

Philosophy
N Rendering immobile, maybe

David’s second wife in 
“David Copperfield”




